
   

   

  Young At Heart Birthday Gift
 
£48.08

OUT OF STOCK

Quick Overview
The ideal birthday gift delivery to brighten her day, the Young At
Heart gift basket contains an iced birthday cake, sweet treats and a
lovely little sewing gift for her to complete. Suitable for all birthday
ages but perhaps most appropriate for females in the 50 years
younger age demographic.

  Details
 
Priced similar to a bouquet of flowers, the Young At Heart gift basket is a thoughtful and unusual gift choice, and the perfect way to send your
best wishes on her birthday this year. Let her know that you are thinking of her her special day by sending a selection of gifts arranged in a deep
wicker gift basket and decorated in wrap and birthday ribbon. This birthday gift has been created to have a high visual impact, similar to a
bouquet of flowers and will be delivered by courier which only adds to the excitement of receiving a special gift by post. The Young At Heart
birthday gift basket for her will make quite an impression when it arrives on her doorstep due to it's substantial size and contents. Filled with a
selection of yummy treats and snacks, and incorporating a delicious iced birthday cake which can be customised with any age you wish. Simply
write the age you would like in the gift card message and we will include this on the cake and card. The Young At Heart birthday gift basket is
guaranteed not to disappoint, and will make quite the impression. Decoratively arranged in a beautiful wicker gift basket and presentation
wrapped with birthday themed silk ribbon.

Additional Information
 
Contents Iced Celebration Birthday Cake Crafty Kit Company Sally the Seal Sewing Kit Lily O'Brien's Le Crunch

Chocolat 110g Willies Cacao Sea Flakes Milk Chocolate with Sea Salt 50g Livia's Chocolate Orange Million
Squares 60g Love Corn Habanero Chilli Roasted Corn Snack 45g Taking the Pea Sweet Chilli Salsa Crunchy
Peas 40g Ape Thai Chilli Coconut and Rice Puffs 25g Nims Tomato and Cucumber Vegetable Crisps 14g
Presented in fabric lined Wicker Gift Basket Gift wrapped in cellophane & decorated in ribbon Birthday Gift
Card for your personalised message
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